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Grampian Stag Article by Danny Stroud
Triumph Stag Rear Tonneau Cover and Wind Breaker

I decided to make my own Tonneau Cover and Breeze Buster for two reasons,
the first being I enjoy making things and work with my hands I find is
relaxing, and secondly I can make one of as good quality as a bought item for
a fraction of the cost
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Stage 1,

What You Need

Decide on and purchase your materials – I used,
1m length of 1.35m wide PVC leather cloth
1.2m length of 15mm x 45mm timber
12 press studs snap fastners
2m micro bore copper pipe
1.2m x 0.5m tough fiberglass fly-screen material
Double sided tape
Strong upholstery cotton thread
Small wood screws
Hard Top side locking handles and fixings
Tools
Sewing machine
Hammer
Press stud fixing tool
Screwdriver, Drill & bits
Stage 2,

THE TONNEAU COVER

Cut the wood to the correct length ensure that the length is long enough to
cover over the hard top side fixing points but not too long as to foul the soft
top mechanism. Drill the wood and fit the hard top side locking handles.

Showing wood with
handles fitted and
covered with leather
cloth

Fit the wood behind the front seats and secure with the locking handles.
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Lift the hood storage cover and lay the leather cloth over the rear seat area
and secure the front edge to the wood using staples. Stretch the leather
cloth and tuck down behind he hood then close the hood cover. Using a felt
pen mark the hood cover shape on the leather cloth and also the shape
required for each side.

Cut out the required
shape leaving enough
to turn in and make a
seam.

Stick the seam down all round with the double sided tape – trial fit the
correct way up.
Sew the seam all the way round using a sewing machine – I used an old one
rescued from my mother’s garage. Doubler pieces were used (to prevent
tearing) on the right angle corner where it passes close to the front of the
hood stowage cover lid.
Cover the wood with the leather cloth and staple under side.
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I secured the front of the tonneau cover to the wood using the press studs,
the flaps at either end of the front of the cover go over the securing
handles. The flaps are held down at the side with press studs.
Showing front and
side of tonneau
cover with press
studs

Metal clips bent to shape are fitted to the rear end of the cover these are
used to secure it to the front of the folded hood, this keeps it taught when
in use.

Hook clips over the
header rail of soft
top

The hood stowage cover folds down over the top of the tonneau cover giving
a neat finish, unlike some that come from other cars (Audi)
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Stage 3,

The Breeze Buster

The form of the Breeze buster was made by shaping the micro bore copper
pipe around the sides of the “B” pillars and the underside of the rear of the
T bar.

Showing micro bore
copper pipe being
shaped around the
aperture

The fly screen
material was then
cut to shape
to fit inside this
aperture behind
the front seats.

Strips of leather cloth was sewn around the top and sides of the fly screen
leaving a tube for the micro bore pipe to be fed through.
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Again the material
was sewn using a
domestic sewing
machine.

Finish off the Breeze Buster by sewing a folded strip of leather cloth to the
bottom of the fly screen material, this will in turn be held onto the wood
with dome studs which are fitted to the material.

The bottom corners of the Breeze Buster are held in place by plastic pipe
clips screwed to the wood. The cut ends of the copper micro bore pipe if
plugged with plastic to prevent damage to the chrome horse shoes.
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The top of the Breeze Buster is prevented from flapping around be securing
with two home made stainless steel clips to the trim on the “B” posts.
Showing clip made
from the stainless
steel strips found on
wiper blades. The
clips are held by the
chrome trim on the
“B” post.
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The hood can be raised with the Tonnaeu cover and Breeze Buster in place

Rear window
unzipped

With hood up and
hood cover open

For more information contact
Danny Stroud
dannystroud@sky.com

Please look at The Grampian Stags website
www.grampianstags.net
And The Grampian Triumphs Clubs website
http://www.brmmbrmm.com/grampiantr.bb

